Inductors and hardening accessories in original quality

Your advantages:
• Inductors made by professionals
• Short delivery times
• Long life products
• Fast availability
• Reduced costs for spare parts
Inductors and hardening accessories in original quality

Induktor-Express-Service
- Inductor-quench combinations
- Inductor repair and maintenance
- Emergency pick up and drop off service
- Replacement inductors for a variety of makes
- Inductor coatings
- Poured mold inductors

Process development Optimization
- Process consulting and optimizing
- On site service
- Inductor development and redesigning
- Inductor constructions (2D/3D)
- Building of inductor prototypes
- Optimization/improvement of inductor effectiveness
- Optimization/improvement of inductor maintenance

Services
- Production and delivery of inductor calipers (for checking, adjusting, and soldering)
- Framework and maintenance contracts
- Trainings
- Metallographical testing

Contact us!

INDUCTOHEAT Europe GmbH
Ostweg 5
73262 Reichenbach/Fils
GERMANY
Phone +49 (0)7153 504-235
Fax +49 (0)7153 504-333
verkauf@inductoheat.eu
www.inductoheat.eu

INDUCTOHEAT Europe GmbH
An Inductotherm Group Company

Leading Manufacturers of Melting, Thermal Processing & Production Systems for the Metals & Materials Industry Worldwide